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Outline

Ø Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME)

Ø RHIC-STAR experiment

Ø Measurements with respect to ΨRP and ΨPP

Ø Summary   

ΨRP:  reaction plane ; ΨPP:  participant plane 
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Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME)
Kharzeev, et al. NPA 803, 227 (2008)
Voloshin, PRC 70, 057901 (2004)

electric charge separation along the B field

Ø Gluon configuration with non-zero topological charge (Qw), generating 
electric current along B direction, leading to electric charge separation

Ø Chiral symmetry, strong CP problem, matter-antimatter asymmetry etc.
Ø Experimentally,                                        used to search for the CMEγ = cos(φα +φβ − 2ψ RP )
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The STAR detector
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STAR preliminary

STAR preliminary

ØTime Projection Chamber    (ϕ=0-2π, |η|<1 )
Tracking - momentum

Ionization energy loss - dE/dx (particle identification) 

ØTime Of Flight detector       (ϕ=0-2π, |η|<0.9)
Timing resolution <100ps  - PID improvement
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Ø Δγ w.r.t. TPC ΨEP (proxy of ΨPP ) and ZDC Ψ1 (proxy of ΨRP) contain 
different fractions of CME and background (Bkg)

H-J. Xu, et al, CPC 42 (2018) 084103, arXiv:1710.07265

B. Alver et al. (PHOBOS) , PRL 98, 242302 (2007).

( )cos2 PP RPa y yº -

Ø ΨPP maximizes v2, 

è v2 background

Ø ΨRP maximizes the magnetic field (B),               

è CME signal  

Ø ΨPP and ΨRP are correlated, but not 

identical due to geometry fluctuations

participant
spectator
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ΨPP & ΨRP to resolve CME & Bkg
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ΨPP & ΨRP to resolve CME & Bkg
Ø ΨPP maximizes flow,                                     è flow background
Ø ΨRP maximizes the magnetic field (B),         è CME signal  
Δγ w.r.t. TPC ΨEP (proxy of ΨPP ) and ZDC Ψ1 (proxy of ΨRP) contain different 
fractions of CME and Bkg

  

Δγ {ψ TPC}= CME{ψ TPC}+ Bkg{ψ TPC}
Δγ {ψ ZDC}= CME{ψ ZDC}+ Bkg{ψ ZDC}
CME{ψ TPC}= a *CME{ψ ZDC},  Bkg{ψ ZDC}= a * Bkg{ψ TPC}

RP
ψ

B
ψ

PP
ψ

b

Figure 1: (Color online) Sketch of a heavy ion collision projected onto the transverse plane
(perpendicular to the beam direction).  RP is the reaction plane (impact parameter, b)
direction,  PP the participant plane direction (of interacting nucleons, denoted by the solid
circles), and  B the magnetic field direction (mainly from spectator protons, denoted by
the open circles together with spectator neutrons).

small-system collisions [33, 30, 31], invariant mass study [34], and by new

observables [35, 36]. The lhc data seem to suggest that the cme signal is

small and consistent with zero [31, 32], while the situation at rhic is less

clear [8].

To better gauge background contributions, isobaric 96
44Ru+

96
44Ru (RuRu)

and 96
40Zr+

96
40Zr (ZrZr) collisions have been proposed [37] and planned at rhic

in 2018. Their QCD backgrounds are expected to be almost the same because

of the same mass number, whereas the atomic numbers, hence B, di↵er by

10%. These expectations are qualitatively confirmed by studies [38] with

Woods-Saxon (ws) nuclear densities; the cme signal over background could

be improved by a factor of seven in comparative measurements of RuRu and

ZrZr collisions than each of them individually. A recent study by us [39] has

shown, however, that there could exist large uncertainties on the di↵erences

in both the overlap geometry eccentricity (✏
2
) and B due to nuclear density

deviations from ws. As a result, the isobaric collisions may not provide a

clear-cut answer to the existence or the lack of the cme.
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H-J. Xu, et al, CPC 42 (2018) 084103, 
arXiv:1710.07265

  fEP (CME) = CME{ψ TPC}/ Δγ {ψ TPC}= ( A / a −1) / (1/ a2 −1)

Two-component 
assumption 

  assume Bkg ∝  v2
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a = v2 {ψ ZDC} / v2 {ψ TPC},  A = Δγ {ψ ZDC} / Δγ {ψ TPC}
Both are experimental measurements
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Δγ112 w.r.t. ΨPP & ΨRP in U+U & Au+Au 

v2= <cos(2ϕ -2ψ)> 

γ = <cos(ϕα+ϕβ-2ψ)>

𝛥γ = γOS – γSS
OS (opposite-sign) and SS (same-sign) represent 
the charge combinations of α and β particles  

sub-event method, east (-1<η<-0.075 ) and west (0.075<η<1) 

statistical uncertainties only 

STAR preliminary

STAR preliminary
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Δγ112 w.r.t. ΨPP & ΨRP in U+U & Au+Au 

Ø Data indicate difference in v2 between central U+U and Au+Au
Ø “a” and “A” similar trend and magnitude, indicate bkg. dominant

STAR preliminary

STAR preliminary

STAR preliminary

STAR preliminary
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CME fraction by ΨPP & ΨRP in U+U & Au+Au 

  

a = v2{ψ ZDC}/ v2{ψ TPC}
A = Δγ {ψ ZDC}/ Δγ {ψ TPC}

  

fEP (CME)
= CME{ψ TPC}/ Δγ {ψ TPC}

= ( A / a −1) / (1/ a2 −1)

Ø CME fractions are extracted with Δγ using ΨPP/ΨRP in U+U and Au+Au: 
the combined result is (8±4±8)%

Ø Current systematic uncertainties assessed by track quality cuts and ƞ gap
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Ø Δγ with respect to ΨPP and ΨRP to isolate possible CME from 

Bkg. 

Ø Current Au+Au 200 GeV and U+U 193 GeV results indicate 

that: 

possible CME signal is (8±4±8)% of the inclusive Δγ

Work in progress: studies to reduce systematic uncertainties.

Summary
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Shape difference in Au+Au & U+U

shows the elliptic flow v2f2g of all charged particles as a
function of the normalized multiplicity (Mult=hMulti) for
two different systems. We increase the acceptance to j!j <
1.0 to reduce multiplicity fluctuations. The upper panel
shows the results for the 1% most central events based on
the smallest signal seen in the ZDCs. Both Au! Au and
U! U show a negative slope, which indicates the effect of
the impact parameter is still prominent (otherwise, we
expect the Au! Au slope to be nearly flat or even positive).
The middle panel of Fig. 3 shows the 0.125% most central
events. The negative slope for Au! Au collisions is
smaller in magnitude, indicating the effects from noncentral
collisions are reduced and the variation in multiplicity in
Au! Au collisions is mainly driven by fluctuations. The
bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows how the slopes extracted from
v2 vs normalized multiplicity evolve with successively
tighter ZDC sections. While the slope for Au! Au
collisions becomes less negative, the slope for U! U
collisions becomes steeper as the centrality selection is
tightened. This demonstrates that the variation of

multiplicity in the 0.125% U! U collisions is dominated
by the different geometries made possible by the prolate
shape of the uranium nucleus and that tip-tip collisions
produce more multiplicity than body-body collisions.
Systematic uncertainties shown as bands on the slope were
estimated by varying the fit range and efficiency correc-
tions. Other sources of systematic error are smaller and
subdominant compared to the variation due to the range of
efficiencies used in the error analysis. Due to large
statistical errors, no conclusions could be drawn from
studies of v2f4g vs multiplicity in these events. We also
measured v3f2g in central collisions and found that v3f2g
in the 0.125% most central collisions are "1.410#
0.006$ ! 10!2 for U! U and "1.380# 0.008$ ! 10!2 in
Au! Au collisions (statistical errors only). The slope of v3
vs multiplicity was small and negative in both systems at
about !0.005# 0.002.
The U! U data in the top panels of Fig. 3 are compared

to the Glauber-xhard model (asssuming v2 % "2hv2i=h"2i).
The ZDC response was modeled by calculating the number
of spectator neutrons from the Glauber model (accounting
for the charge to mass ratio of the nucleus) and folding each
neutron with the known ZDC resolution for a single
neutron. The Glauber-xhard model significantly overpredicts
the observed slope for U! U. This indicates that the
variation in multiplicity between tip-tip collisions and
body-body collisions is smaller than anticipated if multi-
plicity has a significant contribution proportional to Nbin.
Given this failure, we investigate two alternatives with no
explicit Nbin dependence: a constituent-quark Glauber
model (Glauber-CQ) [18,19] and the IP-Glasma model
[17] based on gluon saturation [16]. The Glauber-CQ
model neglects Nbin and counts the number of participating
constituent quarks NCQ with each nucleon being treated as
three constituent quarks distributed according to # %
#0 exp"!ar$ with a % 4.27 fm!1 [19]. This model with
$qq % 9.36 mb provides a good description of transverse
energy and multiplicity distributions at RHIC [19] and a
better description of v2 fluctuations than a nucleon based
Glauber model [24]. In our simulation, for each NCQ, we
sample an NBD with parameters tuned to match the
distributions from p! p [25] and Au! Au at 200 GeV
(n % 0.76, and k % 0.34 for j!j < 0.5 and n % 2.9 and k %
0.86 for j!j < 1). For both Glauber models, we use two sets
of parameters for the nuclear geometry, one corresponding
to the more commonly used values [29] (dashed lines) and
the new parameters proposed in Ref. [30] (solid lines). The
effect of the different parameter sets is small. The IP-
Glasma and Glauber-CQ model are also compared to the
Au! Au data (Glauber-xhard is left off for clarity) but
because of significant uncertainty in the actual shape of a
Au nucleus, it is difficult to draw conclusions from this
comparison.
In U! U collisions, both the IP-Glasma model and the

Glauber-CQ model predict slopes closer to the data. In the
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FIG. 3 (color online). Top panels: charged particle v2f2g vs
normalized multiplicity within j!j < 1.0. The upper panel is for
the top 1%most central events based on the smallness of the ZDC
signal, while the middle panel is for the top 0.125%. Small boxes
indicate the possible range of variation of v2 from uncertainties in
the efficiency corrections on the x axis. Model comparisons are
described in the text. Bottom panel: The slopes as a function of
increasingly tighter ZDC centrality selections. The systematic
uncertainties are shown as bands.

PRL 115, 222301 (2015) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

27 NOVEMBER 2015

222301-5

STAR, PRL 115, 222301 (2015)

Ø Event shape difference in U+U and 
Au+Au, may be sensitive to CME

Ø ΨPP and ΨRP difference might differ 
between U+U and Au+Au.
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